PLEASE COMPLETE THE SHORT COUNTING EXAMINATION. THERE ARE TWENTY EXAMPLES. PLEASE DO THE EXERCISE WITH NO HELP OTHER THAN A DECK OF CARDS. YOU MAY NOT NEED THE CARDS! NO NEED TO PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS, WHEN.finished, PLEASE SHOW YOUR RESULTS TO ME. ONCE THIS SHORT TEST IS COMPLETED, WE CAN PLAY CRIBBAGE. IF YOUR ANSWER CHANGED AFTER CONSULTING WITH ANOTHER CLASS MEMBER, PLEASE LEAVE THE ORIGINAL ANSWER AND CIRCLE THE CORRECTED ENTRY.

COUNTING PROBLEMS

This is to assist in the development of hand recognition and counting skills. Next to each example is a space for your answer. This test is for your benefit and use of the instructor only. Cross-check your answers with another class member after completion of this short examination.

1) 10♦-8♦-8♥-5♠, ST 6♠_______ 11) 4♣-4♣-A♥-2♠, ST 4♥_______
2) 6♠-2♣-6♥-9♣, ST 8♣_______ 12) 3♣-4♣-9♥-5♠, ST 9♠_______
3) 5♥-5♣-7♣-K♥, ST K♣_______ 13) 2♦-2♥4♣-4♣, ST 7♦_______
4) A♣-2♠-3♣-5♠, ST 6♥_______ 14) 4♣-5♥-6♦-8♠, ST 9♠_______
5) 4♠-6♦-5♠-10♠, ST5♥_______ 15) A♣-2♣-3♥-9♣, ST 10♥_______
6) 4♣-5♠-5♥-7♣, ST A♣_______ 16) 6♥-6♦-3♣-3♠, ST 3♠_______
7) 7♣-7♥-A♣-Q♥, ST A♣_______ 17) 5♥-5♠-6♦-J♥, ST 5♥_______
8) A♣-2♥-3♠-Q♠, ST 2♦_______ 18) A♠-2♠-3♠-2♣, ST 2♣_______
9) A♥-2♣-6♥-9♣, ST 10♣_______ 19) 2♦-3♣-4♥-J♣, ST 6♠_______
10) 7♥-7♦-8♣-7♦, ST 6♦_______ 20) 9♥-2♠-9♥-9♠, ST 9♠_______

( ANSWERS ON REVERSE )
20) Twelve points (double pairs royal)

19) Eight points (nobs?)

18) Eleven points (triple run)

17) Seven points

16) Eighteen points (remember to tush)

15) Eleven points (remember to tush)

14) Seven points

13) Ten points (15/6+two pairs)

12) Five points

11) Eight points (all make 15/2)

ANSWERS